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In an age of high-tech music, it’s
sometimes nice to know that someone can still make music “the old
fashioned way”. Jim’s unique finger style guitar playing appeals to a wide
range of audiences. His repertoire includes many humorous songs,
occasionally some trick guitar work, standards, and serious songs that can
speak to and stay with his audiences. His casual style works equally well in
a large concert setting or a small intimate group, and he especially enjoys
performing family venues. Stop and take a listen.

A five-piece band featuring trumpet, piano, clarinet, tuba, and drums. They sound like a larger
ensemble due to the ability of the clarinet player to also play sax and the tuba player to double on
guitar. Their show consists mostly of familiar up-tempo tunes, along with a few ballads and novelty
numbers. The styles of music they perform include Dixieland, ragtime, big band and swing. Their
energetic performance brings a spirit of celebration to any festivity. Their musical impersonations
will put a smile on your face and their brisk rhythms will start your toes a tappin’
.

Saline Fiddlers Philharmonics, America’s premier youth fiddling show band from Saline, Michigan,
astounds audiences every time the group takes the stage. The musicians, all from Saline High
School, present an energetic and polished show that features a diverse range of music from
American folk, fiddle, bluegrass, jazz, western swing and Celtic traditions. Spirited vocals and
Appalachian step dancing combine with the instrumentals to create an unforgettable live
performance. It won’t take long, and you’ll be dancin’ right with them.

Making a name for herself with gymnastic upright base skills and her multi-instrumental talents, Allison
has toured the country for nearly a decade, performing in 47 states, Canada and the UK. Raised in
Springfield, Ohio, she grew up knowing that music was her calling, learning thirteen instruments and
writing her own music. Praised as “tremendous” in her rendition of June Carter, she has worked at top
regional theater houses and touring venues performing the music closest to her heart: classic country
and Rock ‘n Roll. Flanked by an All-Star band hailing from New York City, they’re set to give you a night
you won’t forget. Get ready for foot stompin’ and sing along to the music you love. From Patsy to Reba,
Waylon to Willie, Chuck Berry to the Grateful Dead, there is a song for everyone.
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